The war was pretty well wound down there in New Guinea, in the fall of 1944. The next big move was going to be the retaking of the Philippine Islands.  

Well, one day they assembled all of us 89th Squadron pilots in a tent, there in the squadron area and told us of what our first role was going to be in the retaking of the Philippines.  They said up front that these would be very dangerous missions and  asked for volunteers, which was a big clue that something was going to be different. Normally they just say " YOU ,YOU, and  YOU WILL DO, SUCH AND SUCH, AND YOU WILL HAVE A GOOD TIME -----. But NO, They asked for volunteers.--- Then I, being so  "Gung Ho" about flying and fighting the war that I forgot the Cardinal rule I had heard since the first day I walked into the Aviation Cadet Classification Center at Nashville Tennessee,   "NEVER VOLUNTEER FOR ANYTHING". ---- I totally forgot that OLD AXIUM and UP WENT MY HAND. Morgan saw me do it so he raised his hand also and there was another pilot in the group named Smith that also volunteered. There was one older pilot in the squadron, a  Captain by the name of Lee Waters, who prior to this meeting must have already agreed to be the leader because they told us right then and there that Lee was going to be the leader.------ I can't remember for sure  but I think they must have gone through the above process in the 8th Squadron also, for I think this night attack force ended up with about 9 pilots.                       

What should have been very evident at the time was that Lee Waters was the only OLD pilot in the group who volunteered. He apparently wanted to make a name for himself because the other older guys, who had been around for a while, could see that these missions were not going to lead to a lot of longevity.---- Again, I was so blinded by the love of flying and the love of my country that I did not even think of the danger. In later years, looking back, analyzing the whole thing, I am proud of the fact that I did volunteer for such a dangerous bunch of missions, but I realize that it was more a factor of youthful stupidity than bravery. But then again that is why (and how) they get young folks to fight wars; isn't it? 

Getting back to the story; The plan, as told to us at that time, was that we would attack Japanese shipping in the Halmahera and Philippine coastal areas AT NIGHT. The guy giving the briefing thanked us for volunteering and said the whole squadron would work together to make these missions a success. He said that we would get to fly some night formation training flights before these  missions started  and that we would get the best planes in the squadron for the training and the actual missions. This sounded good because we had some old war weary planes in the squadron that were lucky to be flying in daylight conditions, let alone at night. And even the best A-20s we had were not designed/ equipped to be out doing long night navigational legs ( without a navigator), over large bodies of water, in unknown weather conditions.----- So even with the best A-20s we had, it was really going to be a sporty night mission operation.

The plan was that our Squadron ( the 89th) would get a B-25 Mitchell bomber, like the ones I had flown in flying school, and we would also get a Navigator to come along with the bomber , which we did ( we did not have Navigators assigned to our squadron because the A-20 was  a single pilot attack bomber and our particular planes, in the Pacific, did not even have a station for a Navigator).---- With this plan, we A-20 pilots were going to fly 6 ship, night formation flights, with the B-25 ( and Navigator), leading us to the drop off point, in the general target area. Then we  would each go out on our own to  look for Japanese shipping, sink ships, try to find our way back, from we knew not where, to a low frequency homer in the B-25, in tropical weather conditions that would be totally un-forcastable and then we would  reform a 6 ship formation at night ( I did that with 9 ship formations in C-46s later in my career and it is a laughable affair, if you do not run into somebody) ,  get in formation with the  B-25, who would then  navigate us back to our launch base.  I feel safe in saying that the 3rd attack  never came up with such a "hair brain" plan in their entire history, before, during, and after World War II. ---This plan had so many holes in it that, as my poor Dad used to say, "His coat had so many holes in it that a hundred cats couldn't hem up one mouse in it".---- But at the time I really was not aware of how dangerous it might be. I was "GUNG HO".----

I got a little bit of a surprise on my first night "Buzzing" training flight , which was just  a single ship operation.---- I found out that buzzing at night over water was not as easy as it was during daylight. I went out on Lake Sintani, there nearby Hollandia, New Guinea, and tried to get it right down on the water ( as we would need to be) and was disappointed to find I could not BE SURE just how many feet I was above it. In daylight you can judge it down to foot or so, but at night  I could not be sure below like six to eight feet. -----The second night of training they gave us the dregs of our A-20s, age and maintenance condition wise. Like I said, our planes were not maintained for night flying in the first place but some of the planes were newer than others and consequently in a little better shape than the older ones ---- and THEY had  said we would get the best available.  Also, those Wright Engines in the older A-20s were over hauled engines ( from Australia) for the most part, and when they had a hundred hours of flight time on them you could start looking for an engine failure.  ----Well, I was pissed off when I saw that they had given their "suicide volunteers" the worst planes in the squadron that night and after the flight I went storming into a tent where the Captain  Operations Officer and two other old timer Captains were playing cards and I let them have it. I was so mad that I forgot I was a Second Lt. and told those guys just how chicken shit I thought it was that, here we were volunteering to fly these crazy missions and that they were not giving us the best available equipment to do it with, as promised. One of the old Captains, nicknamed, "Big Nig" Folse, from the old Daymon Runyon characters, was on my case in a hurry but I did not back down. I was always very respectful of rank but when I knew I was right, rank bedamned. I think "Big Nig" would have liked for me to have been court- martialed but “Terrible Tobias” Horace Monroe, the Operations Officer , knew I was right and nothing more was ever said about my insubordination. AND THEREAFTER, we did get airplanes that had enough instrument lighting to be able to see what we were doing. 

Shortly thereafter I had the first and last experience in my life, of being " In on the Know" of something. It was the plans for the invasion of the Philippine Islands. To remind any future reader of this tale, Gen. Mac Arthur was run out of the Philippine Islands by the Japanese in March of 1942 and had vowed to return. This happening, of " Getting in on the Know", was in September of 1944 (the actual invasion of the Philippines was in October of 1944).--- It went like this; one night that little shit, Group Commander of ours, Lt. Col. Dick Ellis  called all of us volunteers for these night missions up to the headquarters tent  (made of wood poles, a sheet metal roof, and burlap for walls with, open spaces for windows). He may have said some encouraging words; I really can't remember, but he went over in a corner of that space, you might call a room, and there, from a big steel safe, he brought out the  plans for the invasion of the Philippines. He spread them out on the table and said this is where you are going to be bombing; Leyte Gulf, that's where the invasion is going to be.  There were no guards around, I doubt any of us were wearing our side arms, there was no security at all (and we did still have some Japanese that had retreated back into the jungle after the battle for Hollandia was over, that would sneak back into our area sometimes at night looking for food but as all of us old timers know---- You can't trust a JAP.---- I still can't.
Anyhow  it was just that simple --"This is where the long awaited invasion of the Philippine Islands is going to take place". And sure enough it did on 20 Oct. 1944. For once I was "In on the Know" but fortunately for all of us A-20 pilots, our part in the invasion never happened. 

We flew a few more practice flights after this revelation took place.---- one very memorable night, we flew a 6 ship formation practice flight and landed up at an island, called BIAK. There was no one there. It was just a bright white coral covered runway, shinning out there in the beautiful  moonlight ( no runway lights ,  no buildings, no nothing that I could see). We taxied in and parked,  side by side, in a military manner. Then all of us got out of our planes and “Peed on Biak”. ----- I will never forget how pleased I was at that moment, to be out there with my friends on that lonesome airstrip in the South West Pacific and see those A-20s in that beautiful moonlight, and  I was flying one of them.----- For some reason, to me, an airplane has always looked more majestic when you walk around it at night as opposed to walking around it in the daylight.-----   I had prayed to GOD in 1941  that he would let me fly one of those beautiful A-20s someday, when I got in the military. Well , at that moment that prayer was descriptively and factually answered as a well as a prayer can be answered.

HOWEVER, for some reason we were just suddenly turned off of any further training. I feel sure, however, that I would not be here writing this Tale of the South West Pacific if they had not canceled it because it was a terribly ill conceived plan for the equipment we would have been trying to do it with.----- One of the many other reasons was the fact that our six guns had no flare muzzles on them to diminish us as a target as well as keep from blinding ourselves from the glare of our guns while firing them and still trying to fly a few feet off of the water. Also, we would have had barely enough fuel to make it up to Leyte and back from the drop off point, just at normal cruise, let alone wandering around out there in the dark looking for Battle Ships and Cruisers, which incidentally had a lot more fire power than any one little old A-20 and it's six 50 caliber machine guns. Additionally, I have no feeling of confidence that we would have ever had effective and reliable enough electronic equipment to find THAT B-25 and it's low frequency beacon again to take us back home,----- if we ever lasted that long. And of course, if the B-25 had to abort, for one of several possible reasons, and could not be there to lead us back, all of the planes would have been lost. Then you throw in the uncertainty of the weather in the tropics and the real low reliability of those overhauled engines, you end up with a REALLY BAD PLAN. 

Now, you might say that SOMEONE finally came to that same conclusion and called it off, however, after 30 years in the military I am totally convinced that was not the case. Something else caused it to be canceled because the military mind set would be to try it out and see if it would work (after all of the planning and effort that had been put into it).  AND THEN, after they lost six planes and pilots, they would conclude, in a very analytical manner, that they should not try that again.

I do not know whether it is true or not but I heard later that they did try something like our plan, using  P-61 “Black Widow" aircraft, that had shown up in the Pacific area about that time.  If it is true then perhaps that is why they called our mission off because the P-61 was built to be a night fighter type airplane. It had better fuel range, better engines ( P&W vs Wright), a crew that included a navigator, and a guy to run that new fangled stuff they had on their planes, called "Radar".

I heard their losses were still great, However, whether this is true or not, I do not know.

Rapid Robert

